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Online RTRL in Alberta
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The Critterbot
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Critterbot fixed wall-
following behavior

Critterbot
signal data
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Real-time 
Reinforcement Learning
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What does “real-time” mean?

• Fast – agents have low reaction time

• e.g., guaranteed maximum reaction time

• World doesn’t wait for the agent, proceeds at its 
own rate

• asynchronous – world and agent proceed 
independently

• distributed – even different parts of the agent 
may  proceed independently
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Fast reaction time is good
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Figure 2: Comparison of performance (total reward per episode)
of the AC-S algorithm on the robot acceleration task at two differ-
ent cycle times: 10ms and 250ms. Results are averaged over six
independent runs at each cycle time.

current draw this rate demands.
The learning task was therefore framed in an episodic

fashion. Each episode began with the robot in a stopped state
and terminated when the measured speed vt of one of the
robot’s three wheels reached or exceeded a target velocity
level vt ≥ v∗. The agent was given control of a rotational
motor command sent to the robot, allowing it to spin freely
in either direction or remain stopped. The reward function
for this problem was set as rt = −

�
1{vt<v∗} + 0.5|i2t |

�
,

where 1{vt<v∗} is an indicator function and it is the wheel
current draw at time t. The task therefore was to balance two
conflicting constraints in real-time: reaching v∗ quickly (to
avoid a negative reward on every time step) while at the same
time minimizing the current used by its wheels. The velocity
and current, vt and it, constitute the available observations
at each time step.

The feature vectors were created from the observa-
tions and the last action from joint tilings over their re-
cent values. At each time t, we formed 10 tilings over
�vt, it, at−1�, 10 tilings over �vt−1, it−1, at−2� and so on up
to �vt−4, it−4, at−5�, for a total of 50 tilings overall. Each
tiling had a resolution 10 × 10 × 10, for a total of 50,000
features overall. Adding a single constant feature resulted in
a feature vector of 50,001 binary features, exactly m = 51
of which were active at any given time. The learning param-
eters were: αv = 1.0/m,αu = 0.1/m,αr = r0 = 0, γ =
0.99, and λ = 0.7. Weight vectors xv,g,v,u were initial-
ized to 0; uσ was initialized such that σ = 40, and bounded
by σ ≥ 1.

Experiment 1: Learning a Control Policy in

Real-time

In this experiment, the robot acceleration task was run with
two different cycle times: 10ms and 250ms. That is the fre-
quency with which the actions were taken and the weight
vectors updated. Each run lasted 800 episodes (∼ 30 min-
utes), and six runs were performed at each time cycle. This
experiment demonstrated the ability of the AC-S algorithm
to optimize a motor control policy when learning and action
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Figure 3: Learning during the transition (episode 200) from sus-
pended motion to moving on the ground in terms of (a) the return
per episode, (b) the sum of the current squared per episode, and
(c) the time steps until termination per episode; average of two
runs. As shown in (d) for a single example run, the agent’s learned
σ value (i.e., level of exploration) increases after the transition to
facilitate policy change.

choice occured in real time.
At both cycle times, AC-S quickly learned viable real-time

control policies to deal with the constraints imposed by the
reward function and the physical limits of each cycle time.
As shown in Figure 2, we observed a statistically significant
difference between asymptotic learning performance for the
10ms and 250ms cycle times—learning at the faster 10ms
cycle time led to higher long term reward. In terms of current
usage, there was an significant difference between short and
long cycle times, with the 10ms case using the least current.
A similar difference was observed for episode duration (time
steps to goal).

Experiment 2: Online Control Policy Adaptation

One advantage of normal-distribution-based actor-critic
methods is the role that σ plays in modulating exploration.
This next experiment showed how AC-S is able to adapt its
policy in response to increasing environmental complexity,
while acting and learning in realtime (10ms cycle time). The
experiential setup was similar to the previous experiment.
However, at the beginning of the run, the robot was sus-
pended so that its wheels did not touch the ground. After
200 episodes, the robot was moved so that it could spin in
full contact with the ground. In this condition, the robot’s
mass and wheel friction played additional roles in determin-
ing the current usage, making the trade-off between power
and episode length more complex.

Figure 3 shows how AC-S was able to successfully adapt
its exploration rate (in this case the σ value used in action se-
lection) to deal with this environmental change. Results are
shown here for the average of two independent runs, with
each datapoint showing the binned average of twenty val-
ues. As shown in Figures 3a–c, AC-S converged on a policy
for its initial environment (first 200 episodes). This was fol-

Fast reaction time is good
Task: Accelerate a robot quickly to a target speed, 
while minimizing total current drawn by motors

Compare 
learning with 
fast and slow 
cycle times

Continuous-action 
actor-critic 
learning algorithm
Degris & Pilarsky
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Online Real-time RL

• off-line RTRL = RL generates a fast static agent

• online RTRL = RL proceeds while the agent acts 
(and the agent is nevertheless fast)

• cycle time = time-to-act + time-to-learn
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One cycle
on the agent thread

perceive act (policy) learn wait

state

observations

action Δpolicy
Δperception
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One cycle
on the agent thread

perceive act (policy) learn wait

state

observations

action Δpolicy
Δperception

In conventional RL, 
these two are swapped
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Timing of perception
(state construction)

perceive act

s a

these observations participate 
in the next action selection

these observations 
arrive too late
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=  Average Reaction Time

perceive act

ao

sensor delay
cycle time

2
+

time-
to-act+ motor delay+

Sensory
event

Motor
action

⇒ learning/waiting ⅓ as costly as acting/perceiving
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Why wait?

1. to reduce variability in cycle time

2. because observations are infrequent—
might as well wait for the next observation

3. to improve exploration (avoid quivering)

4. to slow data events to better match the 
cause-and-effect dynamics of the world, 
speeding learning
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1. Variability in Cycle Time

• Common for learning algorithms to run 
slightly faster or slower for different data

• Messes up minimum-clock-time control if 
reward is -1 per step

• easily fixed by using reward = -clocktime

• Messes up discounting and eligibility traces

• easily fixed by varying γ and λ with 
clocktime
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2. Observations are 
infrequent...

• Often the robot can only generate 
observation packets so fast

• so what? the state changes even in the 
absence of observations

• waiting for an observation is a good way 
to get deadlocked

• actions may need to change much faster 
than observations
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3. To improve exploration
• Frequently-changing random actions will 

typically leave a physical robot quivering in 
place, getting nowhere forever, while 
longer-lasting actions would get you to 
different parts of the state space

• but at the cost of permanently worse 
policies

• wouldn’t it be better to improve your 
exploration method?

• for example, have it get bored of seeing 
the same states, and learn to find others
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4. To better match the world’s 
dynamics, thus speed learning

• Typical algorithms look most for the 
consequences of an action one step later

• But a fast cycle might go many steps before 
the world has a chance to physically react

• this problem is due to the shape of the 
eligibility trace

• we need only change this shape to fix it
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Conclusions

• Faster reaction ⇒ better optimal policies

• In online real-time RL, reaction will be faster if 
the agent acts first, then learns, 
which the opposite of conventional practice

• online RTRL is sensible iff learning computations 
scale similarly to acting computations

• Iff we get our learning algorithms right,
the RL agent should never wait
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